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Family Mediator
Overview

Alexandra is a highly experienced family lawyer and Mediator and a former Family 

Law Partner at top ranked Manches LLP. She is a specialist in divorce, separation, 

financial provision and child law. Alexandra has trained not only in the law but 

psychology, psychotherapy, systemic family therapy and solution focused therapy. 

She is able to use her considerable skill to examine issues, overcome impasses, 

promote active discussion and develop creative solutions.

Professional Background 

Alexandra has more than 15 years experience as a Solicitor,  representing and 

advising clients in relation to family law and child issues. She is a former Family 

Law Partner at Manches LLP and is currently a family law consultant at Moss Fallon 

Solicitors practicing from offices in London, Oxford and Wiltshire.  

Alexandra has represented parties from all around the world and has advised not 

only  lower  and  middle  income  families  but  ultra-high  net  worth  individuals. 

Alexandra has worked with CEOs of FTSE companies, professionals, members of 

the  aristocracy,  artisans,  mothers,  fathers  and  children  alike  to  develop 

sustainable solutions to family issues.

Alexandra is respectful of different opinions and emotional issues and strives to 

help parties feel at ease and supported throughout the mediation by creating a 

safe,  structured  and  responsive  process.  Alexandra  combines  excellent  legal 

knowledge  with  great  empathy  and  considerable  expertise  in  relationship 

dynamics. She helps parties to communicate and find solutions to best meet their 

unique family needs.  



Mediation Experience

• Child Contact

• Cohabitation

• Divorce

• Financial Division

• Maintenance

• MIAMS

• Pre Nuptial

• Property

• Separation

Feedback

Alexandra is  described as being  ‘compassionate, robust and extremely logical’ 

and as having ‘excellent relationship management skills.’ She is also described as 

being ‘approachable and empathetic…a combination of flawless professionalism 

and personal humanity.’

Alexandra has also been marked out as being ‘impartial, friendly and efficient’ 

and calm in a crisis. 

Other testimonials include the following:

‘It is a big responsibility to change lives but you have done that. With thanks  

beyond words.’

‘Kind and supportive  as well as being  superbly professional – you have made a 

huge, and to this day, lasting positive effect on my children and myself.’

‘I thank you from the bottom of my heart for your help and support…without them 

I would not be where I am today…You gave me strength and belief and most of all  

confidence.’

Alexandra’s expertise in family law has also been independently recognized in 

national law directories.

Chambers and Partners 

‘Brilliant in every way Alexandra provides sound consideration in a crisis.’

Legal 500

‘A big-hitter.’



‘A really clever lawyer who is quick off the mark and has a gentle but insistent  

style.’

Recent Mediation

Alexandra has a positive and purposive approach to mediation and has recently 

worked on the following:

• A mediation  arising  from divorce  involving  complex  financial  disclosure 

including family trusts, property and family run businesses

• A pre-nuptial contract

• Separation between a wealthy unmarried couple exploring property and 

pension division in a tax efficient and mutually advantageous way

• Care arrangements for children that included meeting with the teenage 

children, a detailed consideration of the children’s needs, an action plan 

and improved communication dynamics with and between the parents

• A review of reconciliation, separation or divorce

• Re-establishing contact after father had not seen his children for eighteen 

months

Alexandra  is  able  not  only  to  conduct  full  Mediation  sessions  but  Mediation 

Information and Assessment Meetings (MIAMS) which are required prior  to the 

issue of proceedings to assist parties in finding the right path forward. 

Contact  E:  resolve@resolveuk.co.uk M:  07986  550969  W: 

www.resolveukmediation.co.uk
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